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Abstract
The idea that legal systems conditionally threaten citizens is taken by most legal and political
philosophers as ‘reasonably uncontroversial,’ ‘obvious,’ or as portraying ‘a large part of how
law operates.’ This paper clarifies and ultimately rejects this idea: our legal systems, it is
argued, rarely address citizens via conditional threats. If correct, the conclusion defended
in this paper might force us to re-examine core debates in legal and political philosophy that
rely on the assumption that legal systems often threaten citizens: debates about the justification
of the state, global justice, and the coerciveness of law.

Introduction

John Austin famously claimed that law is the command of the sovereign backed
by threats of sanctions. Few, if any, now think Austin was right: laws are not
plausibly seen as commands. Nonetheless, the idea that legal systems threaten
citizens with sanctions has not only survived Austin but is taken by most legal
and political philosophers as “reasonably uncontroversial,”1 “unsurprising,”2 and
as portraying “a large part of how law operates.”3 Despite its wide acceptance,
this idea has never been carefully developed, let alone criticised. This paper takes
up this task. My main claim is that contrary to what is usually thought, typical
legal systems rarely threaten citizens.

I start by clarifying what it means for typical legal systems to threaten citizens
and showing that to discuss this claim we need: (i) a list of types of actions per-
formed by typical legal systems that could plausibly be seen as threats; and (ii) a
sound account of threats. I offer (i) in the first section and (ii) in the second. My
account of threats, however, is deliberately incomplete; it only contains elements
that bear on the paper’s core discussion. The third section is where I advance my
main claim. There I show that our legal systems rarely satisfy a necessary condi-
tion of conditional threats. The conclusion presents some implications of my
main claim to core discussions in legal and political philosophy.

1. Robert C Hughes, “Law and Coercion” (2013) 8:3 Philosophy Compass 231 at 232.
2. Ambrose Y K Lee, “Legal Coercion, Respect & Reason-Responsive Agency” (2014) 17:5

Ethical Theory & Moral Practice 847 at 847-48.
3. Frederick Schauer, The Force of Law (Harvard University Press, 2015) at 5.
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1. The Threats of Legal Systems

The idea that typical legal systems threaten citizens is not yet as clearly articu-
lated as it should be. To avoid ambiguities, and to ensure that the idea is philo-
sophically interesting, I’ll stipulate that:

To say that a legal system threatens citizens means that legal authorities, by per-
forming some actions, conditionally threaten citizens in the name of the system.

According to this stipulation, assessing whether typical legal systems threaten
citizens involves nothing more than assessing whether the relevant actions per-
formed by legal authorities in the name of the system count as conditional threats.
Therefore, to proceed with the discussion we will need: (i) a list of actions per-
formed by legal authorities in the name of the system that could plausibly be
viewed as conditional threats; and (ii) an account of conditional threats. I provide
the list in this section and a partial account of conditional threats in the second
section.

Two caveats: first, the discussion solely concerns conditional threats that legal
authorities make in the name of the legal system. I’ll assume that an authority
makes a conditional threat in the name of the legal system only if the relevant
announcement (or speech-act, if you like) is made in the exercise of an authority’s
role and the legal authority is legally permitted and empowered to make it. This
qualification excludes from consideration those actions of legal authorities that
cannot be plausibly seen as actions of the legal system.

The second caveat is that I’m only interested in those actions that authorities of
typical legal systems perform in the name of their respective systems. For the
present purposes, typical legal systems are those legal systems that currently exist
in western democracies and those that closely resemble them.

Different types of legal authorities perform different types of actions in the
name of the system. When presenting a list of the actions relevant for the discus-
sion, it thus makes sense to consider the different types of authorities and their
respective actions separately, if only for presentation purposes. In my list below,
I include actions performed by law-makers, law-enforcers, and law-appliers.

1.1. Law-Makers

The idea that legal systems conditionally threaten citizens is most commonly
associated with the activities of law-makers. They are, after all, those who per-
form (and have the power and permission to perform) the following actions:

(t1) issuing laws that prescribe sanctions or enforcement mechanisms.
(t2) issuing laws that criminalise conduct.
(t3) issuing laws that authorise coercive enforcement mechanisms.

Most legal and political philosophers who have claimed that legal systems con-
ditionally threaten citizens have used the actions in t1, t2, or t3 to illustrate their
claims. Examples where this happens are myriad. Gerald Gaus, for instance,
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claims that “[w]hen the state issues a law, it typically commands citizens to act
and, further, threatens them with fines and imprisonment unless they obey.”4

James Edwards, in his turn, reports that many philosophers of criminal law think
that “to criminalize ϕing is, inter alia, to threaten to punish those who ϕ.”5 And
Kenneth Himma claims the following in relation to t3:

[t]he authorization of coercive enforcement mechanisms, of course, constitutes the
characteristic manner in which legal systems make threats as a means of inducing
certain acts or omissions. The authorization of coercive enforcement mechanisms
is, thus, analogous to the gunman’s threat of violence.6

1.2. Law-Enforcers

The police are a typical example of a law-enforcement body. At face value, it is
plausible to view the police as conditionally threatening citizens in the name of
the system when one of their members enforces the law. ‘Stop, or I’ll shoot!’,
uttered by a police officer, is probably the paradigmatic example where a condi-
tional threat seems to be issued by a law-enforcer in the name of the system. By
uttering these words, the police officer does at least one thing: announces that an
enforcement action—shooting—will be performed unless the order is obeyed.
Thus, there seems to be some room for claiming that law-enforcers conditionally
threaten citizens by announcing that unless citizens ϕ, enforcers will perform an
enforcement action.

But a qualification is needed. Law-enforcers sometimes have the legal duty to
perform a law-enforcement action, and sometimes they only have discretion7 to
do so. As I hope it becomes clearer later in the paper, it is worth distinguishing the
following two actions for the purposes of discussion:

(t4) announcing that unless citizens ϕ, law-enforcers will perform an enforcement
action that they have the duty to perform.
(t5) announcing that unless citizens ϕ, law-enforcers will perform an enforcement
action that they have discretion to perform.

Law-enforcers could be seen as conditionally threatening citizens by performing
yet another kind of action in the name of the system. In perhaps all typical legal
systems, those who disobey law-enforcers’ orders are liable to a sanction or to

4. Gerald Gaus, “Coercion, Ownership, and the Redistributive State: Justificatory Liberalism’s
Classical Tilt” (2010) 27:1 Social Philosophy & Policy 233 at 234.

5. James Edwards, “Criminalization Without Punishment” (2017) 23:2 Leg Theory 69 n 64. It is
worth noting that James Edwards does not endorse this view. In this passage, he is only report-
ing what he takes the common view on criminalisation to be.

6. Kenneth Einar Himma, “The Authorisation of Coercive Enforcement Mechanisms as a
Conceptually Necessary Feature of Law” (2016) 7:3 Jurisprudence 593 at 601 [emphasis
added] [Himma, “Authorisation”]. See also Kenneth Einar Himma, Coercion and the
Nature of Law (Oxford University Press, 2020) at 5, 12-13.

7. For the present purposes, I take it that having discretion to ϕmeans to have, legally, a liberty to
ϕ and a liberty not to ϕ.
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another unwelcome measure. For instance, generally those who resist an arrest are
liable to a sanction. Besides, resisting an arrest (or another enforcement act) may
trigger a permission for an enforcer to use force. For that reason, one might think
that by making a statement such as ‘You are under arrest!’ in a context where it is
both a punishable offense to disobey orders of authorities and there are norms per-
mitting and empowering authorities to sanction those who disobey their orders, the
law-enforcer implicitly communicates that if citizens disobey the enforcer’s order, a
sanction or enforcement mechanism will be employed. It seems, thus, that one
could claim that law-enforcers conditionally threaten citizens by:

(t6) issuing orders in a context where it is a punishable offense to disobey the orders
of legal authorities and where there are norms permitting and empowering authori-
ties to sanction those who disobey their orders.

1.3. Law-Appliers

Judges are the paradigmatic law-appliers. It is not easy to find examples in the
literature where judges are portrayed as conditionally threatening citizens.8 But
there is some room to construe them as doing so. In passing a sentence, judges
typically require an offender to pay a fine, or meet the terms of a probation order,
or perform community services, and so on. On top of that, judges typically
demand (even if tacitly so) suitable behaviour in court.

As with the orders given by law-enforcers, the requirements made by law-
appliers typically take place in a particular context. Namely, in a context where
those who disobey their orders commit an offense which makes them liable to
sanctions or enforcement mechanisms, and where there are authorities empow-
ered and permitted to bring about the sanctions and enforcement mechanisms (the
relevant authorities may or may not be the law-appliers themselves).

For that reason, one may be inclined to think that, when made in this particular
context, law-appliers’ demands are followed by the tacit message that further
consequences will be applied (by the judge or someone else) in the event of mis-
behaviour. Therefore, one could hold that, in addition to law-enforcers, law-
appliers could also be viewed as conditionally threatening citizens by performing
the type of action described in t6.

One could also think that law-appliers conditionally threaten citizens by
announcing that they will (or may) perform some law-applying actions. Law-
appliers apply laws that prescribe sanctions and enforcement mechanisms (those
laws that law-makers issue when performing the action in t1). It could be thought
that a judge conditionally threatens a citizen by, e.g., announcing that if someone
on probation misbehaves, the judge will—by applying a given law—sentence
them to jail.

8. An exception is found in Kara Woodbury-Smith, “The Nature of Law and Potential Coercion”
(2020) 33:2 Ratio Juris 223 at 226.
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The same qualification added earlier in relation to law-enforcers’ actions is
relevant here. Sometimes judges have a duty to apply these laws; sometimes they
have discretion to do so. For the purposes of discussion, I’ll consider the follow-
ing two actions separately:

(t7) announcing that unless a citizen ϕs, the law-applier will apply a law that pre-
scribes sanctions or enforcement mechanisms that they have a duty to apply.
(t8) announcing that unless a citizen ϕs, the law-applier will apply a law that pre-
scribes sanctions or enforcement mechanisms that they have discretion to apply.

That is the list. I now turn to conditional threats.

2. Conditional Threats

Most philosophers accept that A conditionally threatens B only if:

(1) A communicates to B that unless B does y, xwill (or may) be brought about.9

Most, if not all, also accept that a successful account of conditional threats must
be capable of distinguishing conditional threats from conditional warnings, espe-
cially from conditional warnings about one’s own prospective action. The
distinction is important because while threats carry a presumption of wrongful-
ness (and a burden of justification) warnings do not—or so it is often assumed.10

In fact, some have even argued that a distinction between these two categories of
speech acts is only worth drawing when relevant for debates about the permissi-
bility of such forms of communication.11

With this in mind, my main goal in this section will be to present a further
necessary condition of conditional threats that suffices to distinguish them from
conditional warnings in a way that is consistent with the assumption that threats,
but not warnings, carry a presumption of wrongfulness. This necessary condition
will be crucial for section 3, where I argue against the view that legal systems
often conditionally threaten citizens. To do so, I’ll develop a point originally

9. Four caveats: First, it is possible that the content of x is not specified in the threat, as in ‘Give
me your wallet, or else. : : : ’ Second, I’m assuming that ‘communicating’ is not a success con-
cept, i.e., that A can communicate something to B even if A fails to get B to understand or hear
the content of A’s communication. Third, one can communicate some information non-ver-
bally. Fourth, (1) receives slightly different formulations in the literature. See among others,
Martin Gunderson, “Threats and Coercion” (1979) 9:2 Canadian Journal of Philosophy 247 at
257; Michael Gorr, “Toward a Theory of Coercion” (1986) 16:3 Canadian Journal of
Philosophy 383 at 388; Scott Altman, “Divorcing Threats and Offers” (1996) 15:3 Law &
Philosophy 209 at 209.

10. See e.g. Robert Nozick, “Coercion” in White Morgenbesser, ed, Philosophy, Science, and
Method: Essays in Honor of Ernest Nagel (St Martin’s Press, 1969) 440 at 453-54;
William A Edmundson, Three Anarchical Fallacies: An Essay on Political Authority
(Cambridge University Press, 2010) at 113-15; Andrew Hetherington, “The Real
Distinction Between Threats and Offers” (1999) 25:2 Social Theory & Practice 211 at 236-37.

11. See Niko Kolodny, “What Makes Threats Wrong?” (2017) 58:2 Analytic Philosophy 87 at 89.
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made by Kent Greenawalt12—and accepted by philosophers such as Alan
Wertheimer13 and William Edmundson.14

Greenawalt thought that a criterion that distinguishes conditional threats from
conditional warnings about one’s own prospective action (henceforth ‘condi-
tional warnings’) could be extracted from the analysis of a hypothetical example.
Before presenting the example, let me just add a caveat about terminology.
Greenawalt uses ‘manipulative threats’ and ‘warning threats’ to refer to what I
am respectively calling ‘conditional threats’ and ‘conditional warnings.’ This dif-
ference in terminology might give the impression that, contrary to what I’m sug-
gesting, Greenawalt was not concerned with the distinction between threats and
warnings, but with the distinction between different sub-categories of threats.
However, this terminological battle leads us nowhere and doesn’t do justice to
the fundamental issue at stake: that Greenawalt was ultimately concerned with
distinguishing ‘coercive’ from ‘non-coercive speech’ and clearly presented what
he calls ‘warning-threats’ as an instance of the latter. Provided that the sort of
speech-act Greenawalt calls ‘warning-threats’ and I call ‘conditional warnings’
are the same phenomenon (which, by stipulation, they are)15 and are instances
of ‘non-coercive speech’ (which is precisely what Greenawalt claims), nothing
substantively hangs on whether Greenawalt saw ‘warning-threats’ as a subcate-
gory of warnings or as a sub-category of threats.

Terminology apart, here is the example which Greenawalt uses to distinguish
conditional threats from conditional warnings and which I’ll call ‘Abortion’ for
convenience’s sake:

[Abortion]: Tim wants to make love with Vicki. : : : Tim decides that success will
depend on frightening Vicki. He knows that Vicki has recently had an abortion, that
she cares a great deal about her parents’ opinion of her, and that her parents regard
abortion as a terrible wrong. Tim threatens that he will inform Vicki’s parents unless
she makes love with him, and she complies. : : : Tim is neither a devoted opponent
of abortions, ready to expose all those who have them, nor a believer in parents
knowing everything their mature children are up to. Tim would not even think
of reporting the abortion to Vicki’s parents in the ordinary course of events, and
further would not even think of that as an apt response if, absent an initial threat,
Vicki had rebuffed his amorous advances.16

And here is an important point Greenawalt makes after presenting Abortion:

(a) If Tim had for some reason only been able to communicate his wish to make love
but not the threat, his reasons for telling her parents would never come into
existence.17

12. See Kent Greenawalt, “Criminal Coercion and Freedom of Speech” (1984) 78:5 Nw UL Rev
1081.

13. See Alan Wertheimer, Coercion (Princeton University Press, 1988) at 96-99, 200.
14. See Edmundson, supra note 10 at 113-14.
15. This is also the same phenomenon as what Nozick calls “nonthreatening warnings.” Nozick,

supra note 10 at 453.
16. Greenawalt, supra note 12 at 1097-98.
17. Ibid at 1097 [emphasis added].
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Greenawalt then takes what he says about Abortion and extends it to conditional
threats in general:

(b) I shall use the term “manipulative threats” to refer to threats of action when the
actor would not suggest or engage in the action were it not for the threat itself and its
linkage to a demand.18

What Greenawalt says is not entirely clear. In fact, what he says in (a) seems to be
different from what he says in (b). In (a), Greenawalt seems to be claiming that
the existence of Tim’s reasons for telling Vicki’s parents about her abortion
depend on the announcement, i.e., Tim’s reasons are what I will call ‘announce-
ment-dependent.’ The passage also implies that Tim had no prior, announcement-
independent, reason for telling Vicki’s parents about her abortion. Which sug-
gests that, for Greenawalt, an announcement is a threat only if the threatener does
not have an announcement-independent reason to carry out the announced con-
sequence and the announcement creates new, announcement-dependent, reasons
for the threatener to carry out the announced consequence. More schematically,
Greenawalt could be construed as claiming that A conditionally threatens B
only if:

(2a) A has an announcement-dependent reason to bring about x (or to have x brought
about) and A has no announcement-independent reason to bring about x (or to have
x brought about).

In (b), however, Greenawalt doesn’t seem to be making a point about the threat-
ener’s reasons. The phrase ‘would not suggest or engage’ could be interpreted as
indicating that the threatener’s motivation or conditional intention to engage in
the threatened action depends on the communication of the threat, i.e., that the
threatener has become motivated or adopted a conditional intention at least partly
because the threat was issued. Greenawalt’s description of Abortion is consistent
with this interpretation. In fact, this reading has some uptake in the literature. For
example, while discussing Abortion and Greenawalt’s view, Ben Sachs claims
that “before Tim is able to communicate the conditional intention to tell
Vicki’s parents of her abortion, he does not have that conditional intention.”19

Sachs’ main point is that when an announcement is a conditional threat, the com-
municated conditional intention (i.e., the intention to tell Vicki’s parents about
the abortion unless she has sex with him) must not have been adopted by the
announcer before announcing it. Thus, for Sachs (and according to this reading
of Greenawalt), A conditionally threatens B only if:

(2b) A does not have the conditional intention to [do x unless B does y] before mak-
ing the announcement.

18. Ibid at 1099.
19. Benjamin Sachs, “Why Coercion is Wrong When It’s Wrong” (2013) 91:1 Australasian

Journal of Philosophy 63 at 67 [emphasis added].
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Despite obvious differences, both (2a) and (2b) call our attention to an important
point about the distinction between threats and warnings. The point is that by
issuing a conditional warning about one’s own prospective action, the announcer
primarily—and, in some cases, exclusively—aims to inform the addressee of
something that the announcer had prior reasons to bring about or was committed
to making happen. Warnings, in this sense, just alter the addressee’s “perception
of her environment,”20 her epistemic position. Threats, on the other hand, do not
just alter the threatenee’s epistemic position, they are also “situation-altering,”21

in the sense that the communication of the threat “sets in place the conditions for
the unpleasant consequences of failure to comply”22 with the threatener’s
demand.

To illustrate, compare Abortion with another case proposed by Greenawalt,
which I will call ‘Snitch’:

[Snitch]: Tim, disturbed by the fact that Vicki is selling drugs in her apartment,
decides that he will inform the police if that is necessary to get her to stop. He tells
her that she had better stop or he will do so. Afraid of being arrested, she stops.23

Tim’s announcement in Snitch looks like a warning rather than a threat. For
Greenawalt, the reason why this is so is that “[i]n contrast to the manipulative
threat, the prospect of the [announced] action here has reality apart from
Tim’s utterance of the threat to take it.”24 This suggests that Tim’s reason, moti-
vation, or intention to inform the police doesn’t depend on his making the
announcement.25

At face value, this distinction between conditional threats and conditional
warnings extracted from Greenawalt’s discussion is appealing—and so are
(2a) and (2b). In fact, we can infer from how people talk that they implicitly grasp
this distinction between threats and warnings and use certain phrases to portray
themselves as issuing warnings. For example, sometimes warnings are preceded
or followed by expressions that suggest that the warn-er has announcement-inde-
pendent reasons or has already adopted the intention to do what they have
warned. Expressions such as ‘I’m just telling you,’ ‘my hands are tied,’ ‘if
you do this, I will have to do that’ are examples. A professor who, in the course
of explaining the marking criteria, announces to their students ‘Unless you
answer all questions in the exam, I’ll have to fail you’ is certainly just warning
the students rather than threatening them. That the professor’s announcement
does not ‘set in place the conditions’ for their failing the students explains
why this is so.

20. Greenawalt, supra note 12 at 1096.
21. Ibid at 1098.
22. Ibid.
23. Ibid at 1100.
24. Ibid at 1101.
25. William Edmundson makes the same point by using a different term. He claims that when

someone conditionally warns that they will do x if someone does y, x if y is “an already impend-
ing consequence of the agent’s action.” Edmundson, supra note 10 at 113.
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Despite their initial plausibility, there are reasons to reject both (2a) and (2b).
Consider the following scenario:

[Kidnapper]: K kidnaps L’s son. K tells L that L’s son will be released from captivity
only if L does the following: approaches M and threatens to break M’s arm unless
he gives up his wallet; breaks M’s arm in the event he doesn’t give up his wallet. L
believes that complying with K’s directives is the only way to save his son from
captivity. L finds M and announces: ‘Give me your wallet, or I’ll break your arm.’

L has certainly threatened M. But neither (2a) nor (2b) would allow us to say so.
That is because L’s reasons and intention to break M’s arm have ‘reality apart’
from L’s announcement. After all, prior to making the relevant announcement,
L had reasons and the intention to do whatever was necessary to save his son
from captivity, including breaking M’s arm if M didn’t give up his wallet.
Thus, Kidnapper shows that (2a) and (2b) are too demanding: a conditional threat
can be issued even when the threatener has announcement-independent reasons
or has adopted the conditional intention to perform the announced consequence.26

A possible way to circumvent the kidnapper objection would be to simply
drop the requirement that the threatener must lack announcement-independent
reasons (or the intention) to perform the announced consequence. We could,
along these lines, hold that A conditionally threatens B only if:

(2c) A has an announcement-dependent reason to bring about x (or to have x
brought about).

This amendment might suffice to circumvent the kidnapper objection. Here is
how: if we look closely at Kidnapper, we can see that L does have an announce-
ment-dependent reason to breakM’s arm. After all, by making the announcement,
L has indeed acquired a reason to break M’s arm so as to stick to his word. This
reason is certainly weak and most likely outweighed by other reasons that L had.
However, it is still an announcement-dependent reason. The kidnapper objection,
therefore, seems not to work against (2c).

Though (2c) can overcome the kidnapper objection, it seems to suffer from the
opposite problem of (2a) and (2b): while (2a) and (2b) were too demanding—and
underinclusive as a result—(2c) is too permissive, and therefore overinclusive.
To see why, let us come back to Snitch, a case Greenawalt, but also
Ben Sachs and others,27 have taken as a clear example of a warning rather than
a threat.

26. This objection also works against other accounts of conditional threats. Grant Lamond, for
example, holds that the following is a necessary condition of conditional threats: x being
unwelcome to B is one of A’s reasons for intending to make the relevant announcement.
See Grant Lamond, “Coercion, Threats, and the Puzzle of Blackmail” in AP Simester &
ATH Smith, eds, Harm and Culpability (Oxford University Press, 1996) 215 at 227-28. In
Kidnapper, L’s reasons for intending to make the announcement need not include the fact that
x is unwelcome to B. L could have been completely indifferent to whether arm-breaking was
welcome or unwelcome toM. As a desperate father, L could have intended to issue the threat to
break M’s arm just for the sake of saving his son from captivity.

27. See e.g. Edmundson, supra note 10 at 113-17; Wertheimer, supra note 13 at 220.
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In Snitch, Tim tells Vicki that she’d better stop selling drugs in her apartment
or he will inform the police. Because Tim had decided to snitch in order to stop
Vicki from selling drugs before making the announcement, Greenawalt (and
others) assume that “the prospect of the [announced] action here has reality apart
from Tim’s utterance.”28 In other words, it is assumed that Tim’s announcement
does not give rise to new, announcement-dependent, reasons to snitch on Vicki.
But this assumption is mistaken. By making the announcement, Tim seems to
acquire at least one (perhaps weak) announcement-dependent reason: a reason
to stick to his word so as to save his face, as it were.

This is not a peculiarity of Snitch. This kind of announcement-dependent rea-
son to save one’s face emerges in other examples that we might want to classify
as warnings rather than threats. Think, for instance, of the earlier example of the
professor who announces that they will have to fail students who do not answer
all the exam questions. By uttering these words, the professor does acquire an
announcement-dependent reason not to go back on their word (and maintain their
authority and reputation). But it would be forceful to see the professor as threat-
ening the students.

Greenawalt (and others) seem to have unveiled an important and plausible
difference between threats and warnings. In some sense, warnings merely affect
the target’s epistemic position, whereas threats are ‘situation-altering’ in a more
robust sense. However, as may be clear from the discussion, it is not easy to pin
down exactly how to cash out this difference. The three alternatives explored so
far—(2a), (2b), and (2c)—are unsatisfactory. In the next subsection, I will pro-
pose a way to overcome the identified problems while retaining Greenawalt’s
core insights.

2.1. Conditional Threats: Primary and Announcement-Dependent Reasons

One way to preserve Greenawalt’s insight that threats are situation-altering and at
the same time circumvent the problems faced by (2a), (2b), and (2c) is to identify
the kind of intention threateners must display and to better qualify the idea that
threats give rise to announcement-dependent reasons. For this we must bring in
another (intuitive) feature of threats: the fact that they are action-inducing.

When I say that threats are action-inducing, I mean that issuing a conditional
threat involves more than just presenting the threatenee with a choice between a
set of alternatives. By issuing a threat, the threatener either intends to get the
threatenee to act a certain way or intends the threatenee to see them as someone
who is attempting to use the announcement as a means to get the threatenee to act
a certain way. Hence, the mere fact that the threatener has announced that the
non-satisfaction of their demand will be followed by unwelcome consequences
is (or is supposed to be seen by the threatenee as) the primary reason for bringing
about the announced consequence; a reason that is more salient or weightier than

28. Greenawalt, supra note 12 at 1101.
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the threatener’s underlying reasons or motives for (or against) bringing about
such consequence. This suggests that the threatener either has or intends to be
perceived as having what I will call a ‘primary announcement-dependent reason’
to bring about the announced consequence.

To illustrate, compare a typical threats-case (e.g., ‘Give me your wallet, or I’ll
kill you’ uttered by an armed street robber to a passer-by) with a warning-case
(e.g., the earlier example featuring the Professor, or Snitch). In the threats-case,
the robber’s underlying reasons for bringing about the announced consequence
are not supposed to be seen as the main reason for bringing about the announced
consequence. In fact, bringing these underlying reasons forward can even com-
promise the felicity of the threat and its ability to induce action (suppose, e.g., that
the robber let it slip that they plan to kill the victim anyway).

Warnings work differently. While some warnings about one’s own prospec-
tive action may give rise to announcement-dependent reasons to bring about the
announced consequence, such announcement-dependent reasons are neither pri-
mary nor intended to be seen as such. Evidence of this is the fact that by speci-
fying or making the underlying reasons more salient, the warner may actually
reinforce or clarify that a warning, and not a threat, is being made. For instance,
in the case of the Professor, we’ve seen that the announcement—‘Unless you
answer all questions in the exam, I’ll have to fail you’—gives rise to announce-
ment-dependent reasons. But the phrase ‘I will have to fail you’ already hints that
the underlying reasons are the salient and weightier ones: they are what would
justify (or motivate) the Professor’s act of bringing about the announced conse-
quence. In fact, the Professor could have made that clearer by, for example, add-
ing something like ‘those are just the rules’ after the announcement without
compromising the felicity of the warning. A similar reasoning applies to
Tim’s announcement in Snitch and other clear cases of warnings.

Now, I have suggested that threats may involve the threatener’s intention to be
perceived as having a primary announcement-dependent reason to bring about
the announced consequence. And it is the intention to be perceived which allows
us to explain why threats can still be issued in (perhaps less typical) cases where
the threatener’s announcement-dependent reason is not actually primary.

Recall Kidnapper: in that case, the threatener—L—could not have taken the
chance of being perceived as not issuing a threat, for that would have resulted in
the death of his son. If L was serious about saving his son from captivity, L must
have intended that his announcement, and not his underlying reason to save his
son from captivity, was perceived as the primary reason for breaking M’s arm.
Had L given away his underlying reasons—by, for example, saying ‘This is the
only way to save my son: give me your wallet or I will have to break your arm’—

we would question whether L was complying with the kidnapper’s demand, as
the utterance could suggest that L did not really intend to be seen as threatening
M, but rather as pleading or warning M. Hence, even though we may doubt
whether L had a primary announcement-dependent reason to break M’s arm,
to make sense of this case and of the fact that the father intended to comply with
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the kidnapper’s demand, we must assume that L intended to be perceived as hav-
ing such reason.29

With these qualifications in hand, here is a summary of my proposal for nec-
essary conditions of conditional threats:

A conditionally threatens B only if:

(1) A communicates to B that unless B does y, x will (or may) be brought about;
(2) A has or intends that B believes that A has a primary announcement-depen-

dent reason to bring about x (or to have x brought about).

Nothing that has been said up until now affects the plausibility of condition (1).
Its formulation encompasses both verbal and non-verbal threats, and it allows one
to issue a threat that will be carried out by a third party. As can be inferred from
the preceding discussion, the proposed account is capable of distinguishing con-
ditional threats from conditional warnings. I have also hinted that the present
account vindicates two common intuitions about conditional threats: the intuition
that conditional threats are situation-altering and the intuition that conditional
threats are action-inducing. These explanatory virtues strike me as giving us inde-
pendent reasons to adopt my proposed account of conditional threats. Of course,
much more could be said about each element of my account. But in view of the
main goal of the paper, I’ll leave this to another occasion and move on to discuss
whether typical legal systems in fact conditionally threaten citizens.

3. Threatened by Law?

I am now in a position to assess if legal authorities typically conditionally
threaten citizens in the name of the system by performing the actions listed in
the first section. For ease of exposition, I will not strictly follow the order in
which the actions have been first presented. Instead, I will organise the discussion
around four themes and fit the relevant actions into them.

3.1. Threats by Law-Makers

(t1) issuing laws that prescribe sanctions or enforcement mechanisms.

The thought is that by issuing a law that prescribes a sanction or an enforcement
mechanism, law-makers communicate that citizens who perform a particular

29. This intention allows the proposed account to accommodate bluffs and cases where one threat-
ens merely to prove a point or to win a bet or a dare. It also allows us to explain why it is still
possible to threaten someone when the threatener’s primary reason to perform the announced
consequence is loyalty or allegiance to somebody else: e.g., a case where a Mafia underling
announces that they will kill a passer-by (if the passerby doesn’t perform a given action) but
their primary reason to kill is the fact that they are loyal to the Mafia boss. Insofar as the under-
ling intends to be seen (by the boss or by passers-by) as threatening (and not merely as inform-
ing or warning), it would make sense to say that the underling’s announcement works as a
threat. I thank an anonymous reviewer for pressing me on this point.
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action will (or may) be subjected to a sanction or to an enforcement mechanism.
This announcement, the argument continues, amounts to a conditional threat. In
order to facilitate discussion, let’s assume that law-makers have issued (L), which
is formulated as follows: ‘If citizens steal, then citizens shall be imprisoned for
three to five years.’30

To evaluate whether issuing (L), or any other sanctioning law, amounts to a
conditional threat we must first understand what it is to issue a law. When we say
that law-makers have issued a law we might mean three different things: (i) that
law-makers have enacted a law; (ii) that law-makers have promulgated a law that
has been previously enacted; or (iii) that law-makers have both enacted and pro-
mulgated a law.31

Because threatening involves an announcement, we should not read ‘issuing a
law’ as enacting a law. Enactment is the act by which laws become part of the
legal system. It is an act that law-makers typically perform by voting. By merely
enacting a law such as (L), law-makers would not necessarily announce to the
public that if they steal, they would be imprisoned. This announcement (i.e., pro-
mulgation) is a separate act; an act which can even fail to take place.32

Though we can conceptually separate enactment from promulgation, in prac-
tice these two acts go hand in hand. In typical legal systems, laws are fully
enacted—and hence can change citizens’ and authorities’ legal positions33—only
if a series of procedural and substantive constraints are met. Among such con-
straints number rule-of-law considerations of publicity. So, as a matter of fact,
in a typical legal system the enactment of a law is usually conditioned by its pro-
mulgation: a law is considered fully enacted only after its promulgation.

For the purposes of the current discussion, it then makes sense to see law-mak-
ers’ act of issuing a law as a complex act which involves promulgation and, there-
fore, an announcement directed towards citizens. Hence, when law-makers
issue (L), they both make it the case that (L) is part of the system and announce
to citizens that if they steal, they shall be imprisoned for three to five years.

30. The example should be taken as a simplified model of what actual legal systems communicate
and not as an example of an actual communication. What law-makers communicate in actual
legal systems is rarely formulated as explicit conditional statements. Most of the time, legal
provisions prescribing sanctions or enforcement mechanisms in actual legal systems are quali-
fied by a number of exceptions, procedural requirements, and the like. Furthermore, discover-
ing exactly what law-makers have communicated is often a complex task. I am bracketing all
these details here since nothing relevant to the discussion hangs on them.

31. Notice that the focus of the debate here is on legislated law. Non-legislated laws (as some laws
often present in common law systems) raise separate and complicated questions with which I
won’t be able to deal in this paper.

32. See HLA Hart, The Concept of Law 2d ed (Oxford University Press, 1994) at 21-22.
33. We should note that it is possible for a law to be enacted and yet have its effects suspended.

Besides, it is also possible that the law is such that it only produces retroactive effects. In both
these cases, what law-makers communicate to citizens is different from the traditional cases
where, by enacting and promulgating a law, law-makers communicate that some effects follow
from the fact that the law has become part of the system. For simplicity’s sake, I won’t discuss
retroactive laws or cases where the effects are suspended. I take it, however, that cases where
law-makers enact and promulgate laws that have retroactive effects are clear instances where
law-makers are not threatening citizens by issuing a law.
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The upshot is this: if issuing a law like (L) were to count as a conditional
threat, law-makers must have intended that citizens believe that the fact that
(L) was announced (i.e. promulgated) was the primary reason for the relevant
authorities to imprison those who steal. But that condition doesn’t seem to be
often satisfied in typical legal systems.

As a rule, law-makers of typical legal systems are required to justify both the
need for a certain law and the prescription of particular sanctions and enforce-
ment mechanisms. Perhaps in all contemporary democratic jurisdictions, law-
makers face stringent constitutional constraints to enact sanctioning laws. For
example, law-makers are not usually permitted to enact (and promulgate) laws
the contents of which involve the imposition of unmotivated, disproportionate,
or unfitting sanctions or enforcement mechanisms. Thus, to issue a law like
(L), a typical legal system would require law-makers to give prior justification
for subjecting those who steal to imprisonment.

Given this, it would be odd, to say the least, if by issuing a law like (L), law-
makers intended that citizens believed that the primary reason for imprisonment
was the fact that (L) was announced. If we are to believe that law-makers intend
to be seen as doing their job and respecting their constitution, we must assume
that the fact that (L) was announced is meant to work as a mere enabling condi-
tion. The announcement (i.e. promulgation) merely removes what would other-
wise be an obstacle to doing what the relevant authorities have prior reasons to
do; it makes it permissible to imprison citizens who steal but it is not a primary
reason to do so (it might not even be seen as a reason).34

It is therefore more fitting to construe law-makers who issue sanctioning laws
like (L) as intending that citizens believe that the primary reasons for bringing
about sanctions and enforcement mechanisms are those underlying reasons which
justify the relevant sanctions and enforcement mechanisms in the first place; rea-
sons law-makers ought to have attended to at the time of drafting and voting. This
suggests that by promulgating a law like (L), law-makers are simply changing
citizens’ epistemic position; they are communicating to citizens that they will
imprison those who steal primarily because of the existence of (L) (and its under-
lying justification) and not because (L) has been promulgated. Therefore, if I’m
correct, law-makers shouldn’t be seen as threatening citizens by issuing laws that
prescribe sanctions and enforcement mechanisms. In most circumstances, law-
makers merely warn citizens by performing actions that fit the description of t1.

Some, however, may dispute this claim. Some criminal laws that impose sanc-
tions have a strong deterring component attached to them. The language in which
criminal provisions are formulated in a variety of jurisdictions sometimes
corroborates that.35 They are issued, one may argue, primarily to deter criminal

34. I’m assuming a distinction between reasons and enablers along the lines proposed by Dancy.
See Jonathan Dancy, Ethics Without Principles (Oxford University Press, 2004) at 39-43.

35. Paul Robinson provides useful examples of the pervasiveness of what he calls ‘deterrence
speak’ across different jurisdictions. See Paul H Robinson, Distributive Principles of
Criminal Law: Who Should Be Punished How Much? (Oxford University Press, 2008) at
75-82.
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behaviour. And because deterrence heavily relies on the announcement (i.e. pro-
mulgation), one might think that law-makers intend to be perceived as having
primary announcement-dependent reasons to bring about those sanctions that
are prescribed mainly to deter criminal behaviour. And if that is the case, then
it seems that we are back to threats.

Two things can be said in reply. First, as some criminal law theorists have
pointed out, the widespread presence of ‘deterrence speak’ is not sufficient to
conclude that deterrence is actually being used as a reason to issue particular
criminal laws and to bring about the sanctions or enforcement mechanisms
attached to them. On many occasions, as Paul Robinson puts it, deterrence speak
is just used as “fabricated arguments to give a deterrence justification for a for-
mulation [of a law] based, in truth, on other considerations.”36 And we know that
because if deterrence considerations were actually relied upon, those criminal
laws that are allegedly issued primarily on the basis of deterrence would receive
a completely different formulation.37 Second, and more importantly, one need not
assume that law-makers threaten citizens in order to account for the fact that
deterrence is often an important part of the reasons why sanctions and enforce-
ment mechanisms are performed and applied. Warnings can perform a deterrence
function just as well as threats. Warnings, after all, convey information that may
influence the addressee’s expectations about the likelihood of the occurrence of
the warned event and can serve to guide the addressee’s behaviour.

Notice, however, that the existence of cases where law-makers threaten citi-
zens by issuing laws that prescribe sanctions and enforcement mechanisms is
compatible with the main claim I’m advancing here: that law-makers of typical
legal systems typically do not threaten citizens by issuing sanctioning laws. These
cases are not unfamiliar. Sometimes, from ulterior motives or gross negligence,
law-makers fail to respect the constitutional provisions that are contrived to limit
their law-making power and ensure that they pass legislations that they have rea-
sons to pass. We all know a number of cases in contemporary jurisdictions where
legal authorities apply disproportionate, cruel, pointless, or arbitrary sanctions
and enforcement mechanisms primarily because laws with that content have been
publicised (regardless of whether the publication was lawful or not).

Be this as it may, it is worth asking why these cases are familiar to us. They are
familiar, I submit, not in virtue of reflecting what usually happens when law-mak-
ers issue laws that prescribe sanctions or enforcement mechanisms. Instead, they
are familiar precisely because they are a glitch in the way law-makers are

36. Ibid at 85-86. Others have claimed that despite the pervasiveness of ‘deterrence speak’ in typ-
ical legal systems, deterrence is in most part parasitic on other considerations: it is used as a
rationale for punishment mostly as a supplement to other considerations. In fact, philosophers
like Antony Duff have argued that laws justified in purely deterrent terms are inconsistent with
the principles adopted by existing liberal democracies. If that is true, then we could say that by
issuing laws that are purely justified on the basis of deterrence, law-makers wouldn’t be acting
in the name of the legal system. See Anthony Duff, Punishment, Communication, and
Community (Oxford University Press, 2001) at 82-88.

37. Robinson cites the example of the attempt to justify the insanity defence on the basis of deter-
rence alone. See Robinson, supra note 35 at 84-85.
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supposed and expected to operate. They are the cases worthy of academic debate
and press scrutiny; cases where we can question whether law-makers are really
acting in the name of the legal systems and in accordance to the constitutional
framework adopted in their polity. In fact, those who lean towards strong natural
law conceptions would perhaps even fail to recognise the laws promulgated
under these conditions as laws.

(t2) issuing laws that criminalise conduct.

By issuing laws that criminalise conduct law-makers seem to be solely conferring
criminal status on an action and announcing this fact. This doesn’t amount to
conditional-threatening: an action-token can have criminal status without there
being any consequence attached to those who engage in it.

In typical legal systems, however, laws that criminalise conduct are usually
issued in a context where authorities are both empowered and permitted to apply
sanctions or enforcement mechanisms. Besides, laws that criminalise conduct are
usually followed by laws that prescribe sanctions and enforcement mechanisms.
Perhaps because criminalisation in paradigmatic legal systems occurs in this par-
ticular context, some philosophers of criminal law tend to say that, “to criminalize
ϕing is, inter alia, to threaten to punish those who ϕ.”38 These philosophers
might use ‘criminalise’ and related terms to refer to something broader than ‘con-
ferring criminal status on an action.’ They might think that criminalisation is a
process that finishes only when law-makers give publicity to (i.e. promulgate) a
law that prescribes a criminal sanction to those who engage in the criminalised
conduct. And by promulgating such a law—they may add—law-makers condi-
tionally threaten citizens. Their claim, in other words, could be reconstructed as
the claim that the process of criminalisation always involves a law-maker issuing
a conditional threat.

This conception of criminalisation strikes me as incorrect.39 Nevertheless, if
this conception turns out to be correct, then the discussion about t2 would be
absorbed by the previous discussion about t1. And as I have argued in relation
to t1, law-makers conditionally threaten citizens by issuing laws that prescribe
sanctions or enforcement mechanisms in a much more exceptional fashion than
it is generally assumed.

(t3) authorising the use of coercive enforcement mechanisms.

Recall Ken Himma’s claim that “[t]he authorization of coercive enforcement
mechanisms is : : : analogous to the gunman’s threat of violence.”40 To begin,
we need to see what the authorisation of the use of coercive enforcement mech-
anisms amounts to. When law-makers authorise the use of coercive enforcement

38. Edwards, supra note 5 at n 64.
39. For an argument against this conception of criminalisation, see Edwards, supra note 5. See

also, Andrew Cornford, “Rethinking the Wrongness Constraint on Criminalisation” (2017)
36:6 Law & Philosophy 615.

40. Himma, “Authorisation”, supra note 6 at 601.
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mechanisms, they grant permission for legal authorities to use coercive enforce-
ment mechanisms. This could be a general permission: ‘coercive mechanisms are
permitted in this jurisdiction from now on.’ This doesn’t seem to be the sort of
authorisation Ken Himma is concerned with. He seems, I think, to be concerned
with situations where law-makers issue a law that grants a certain group of
authorities the liberty to e in the event citizens ϕ, where ‘e’ stands for a particular
coercive enforcement mechanism.

Contrary to what Himma claims, there seems to be a dis-analogy between the
traditional scenario in which the gunman conditionally threatens the passer-by
with violence and what law-makers do when they authorise the use of coercive
enforcement. The gunman’s scenario doesn’t involve the gunman announcing
that someone will have the permission to use violence against the passer-by.
Rather, it involves the gunman announcing that violence will be used.

Himma, however, could escape this objection; at least if he is claiming that the
law-makers’ authorisation is analogous to a scenario in which the gunman con-
ditionally threatens someone with violence. We could imagine a scenario where
the gunman has a subordinate waiting for the gunman’s permission to beat some-
one. In this new scenario, the gunman announces to the passer-by that unless she
hands over her wallet, he will allow his subordinate to beat her. This announce-
ment is certainly a conditional threat. Can we, therefore, conclude the same about
law-makers’ permission-granting announcement? I don’t think so.

The very picture of the law-maker as someone who, as it were, unleashes
authorities on citizens if they don’t comply with the authorities’ orders strikes
me as an odd one. There is a temporal element worth paying attention to. In
the gunman’s scenario, the gunman announces that he will allow the subordinate
to use violence unless the passer-by complies with his orders. That is not what
typically happens in typical legal systems. In typical legal systems, it is generally
the case that law-makers first establish a framework that allows authorities to
apply and enforce legal norms; law-makers first grant powers and permissions
to authorities to apply and enforce laws. Once it is established who has the
powers and permissions to apply and enforce particular kinds of laws (criminal
laws, private laws, and so forth), only then do law-makers issue the laws and the
corresponding sanctions and enforcement mechanisms (which corresponds to the
action in t1). Thus, this second version of the gunman’s scenario doesn’t yet pro-
vide a good analogy with legal systems.

It is possible, however, to offer a gunman’s scenario that is closer to how typ-
ical legal systems usually work. Here it is: Before going out on the street, the
gunman tells his subordinate: ‘if passers-by disobey my orders, you are allowed
to beat them.’ The gunman goes out on the street and announces to a passer-by:
‘if you don’t give me your wallet, my friend here may beat you.’ I take it that
most would agree that it is the second announcement, rather than the first, that
looks like a conditional threat. The first announcement is not even addressed to
passers-by. The same is true of law-makers’ permission-granting announcements.
They are not addressed to citizens; they are announcements made to guide
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authorities’ actions, not citizens’. Himma, therefore, is mistaken: law-makers
don’t conditionally threaten citizens by authorising coercive enforcement
mechanisms.

3.2. Threats and Duties

(t4) announcing that unless citizens ϕ, law-enforcers will perform an enforcement
action that they have the duty to perform.
(t7) announcing that unless a citizen ϕs, the law-applier will apply a law that pre-
scribes sanctions or enforcement mechanisms that they have the duty to apply

I’ll consider the actions in t4 and t7 simultaneously, given that the considerations
I’ll raise apply equally to them.

Take the law-enforcer who, because, and only because, of the duty to use force
to stop rioters if they refuse to stop, announces: ‘Stop, or I’ll use force!’ There is a
simple reason why this announcement isn’t a conditional threat: the fact that the
enforcer has made the announcement does not work as a reason for them to use
force. Had they failed to make the announcement, the enforcer would still have
the same reasons to use force. The enforcer’s announcement just changes the epi-
stemic position of rioters. It doesn’t set in place the conditions for enforcers to use
force. And if the enforcer wanted to portray themself as doing their job and acting
lawfully, they must not have intended that rioters believed that the primary reason
for using force was the fact that they have made the announcement. Rather, the
primary reason must be the fact that rioters were in violation of a law that the
enforcer has the duty to enforce.

This suggests something more general. When law-enforcers and law-appliers
are committed to their legal duties and want to be perceived as such, their condi-
tional announcements to carry out these duties don’t qualify as conditional
threats; they are best construed as warnings about authorities’ prospective
actions.

But law-enforcers and law-appliers may not be committed to act according to
their legal duties. When that happens, it seems possible for them to conditionally
threaten to perform an action that they have the legal duty to perform (think of
corrupt cops who don’t generally perform their duties but threaten to do so to
elicit a bribe). But this raises a worry. When law-appliers or law-enforcers are
not committed to performing their legal duties (or not committed to being per-
ceived as being committed) and, for some reason, threaten to perform them, we
may wonder whether they are acting in the name of the system, given that we may
question whether the authorities are fulfilling their roles.

Here is then what we can extract from what I’ve said. When law-enforcers and
law-appliers are committed to the duty to perform a given action if certain con-
ditions obtain, announcing that they will perform it won’t amount to a conditional
threat: in those cases, for the authorities the primary reasons to perform the rele-
vant action are announcement-independent. On the other hand, when law-
enforcers and law-appliers are not committed to the duty to perform a given
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action if certain conditions obtain, announcing that they will perform it may
amount to a conditional threat. Nevertheless, the conditional threat cannot be
a conditional threat made in the name of the system.

3.3. Threats and Discretion

(t5) announcing that unless citizens ϕ, law-enforcers will perform an enforcement
action that they have discretion to perform.
(t8) announcing that unless a citizen ϕs, the law-applier will apply a law that pre-
scribes sanctions or enforcement mechanisms that they have discretion to apply.

As before, I’ll discuss the actions in t5 and t8 together given that similar remarks
apply to them.

It strikes me that the actions in t5 and t8 are the best candidates for being clas-
sified as conditional threats. Having discretion to perform an action solely implies
that there is no duty not to perform the action and no duty to perform the action.
Thus, if one has discretion to ϕ, one doesn’t thereby have a reason that favours ϕ-
ing. If that is right, then the fact that, say, a law-enforcer had discretion to perform
an enforcement action wouldn’t work as an announcement-independent reason to
perform it. This opens space for thinking that when law-enforcers and law-
appliers announce that they will perform discretionary actions unless some fur-
ther facts take place, they want the addressee to believe that they are going to
perform the announced consequence primarily because they have announced that
they would.

An enforcer who has discretion to use lethal force if someone resists an arrest
does seem to be threatening a citizen by announcing ‘Stop, or I’ll shoot you!’ The
announcement doesn’t just inform citizens of something that was already going to
happen; something the enforcer had primary reasons to do (as a matter of law)
regardless of the announcement. The announcement itself sets up the condition
under which the enforcer will bring about the unwelcome consequence (i.e., the
condition that citizens do not stop resisting). Now that they have made the
announcement, they have a new reason, a reason to shoot if the condition laid
out by the announcement doesn’t take place. And it is not implausible to think
that the enforcer may have intended that the citizen believes that the announce-
ment is the primary reason for shooting. Notice that, contrary to those cases
where law-enforcers and law-appliers threaten to perform actions that they have
the duty to perform, no concerns about legal authorities acting beyond their roles
emerge here.

Be this as it may, it would be too hasty to conclude that such announcements
are threats most of the time. Even though law-appliers and enforcers have discre-
tion to perform a certain law-applying or enforcement action, on many occasions
it would be mistaken to construe them as intending that citizens believe that their
primary reason for performing the relevant action is the fact that the announce-
ment was made. In many, if not all, typical legal systems there are strict limits and
guidelines to exercise discretion. Authorities who are committed to follow these
guidelines may perform an enforcement action primarily because they believe
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that the enforcement action is an appropriate response and is in conformity with
the existing guidelines. Besides, they may intend to not be perceived as a whim-
sical authority that performs enforcement actions mainly because they said so;
instead, they may intend to be perceived as fair authorities that do what the
law, other authorities, or even the public deem appropriate to the situation.
When that is their intention, then we cannot say that these authorities are threat-
ening citizens.

Here it would be surprising if the standard intentional or motivational profile
of the typical law-enforcement and law-applier agent departs from what has just
been described. But we also know of the existence of cases where law-appliers
and enforcers seem to either have or intend that citizens believe that they have a
primary announcement-dependent reason to perform the announced discretionary
action (think of the re-emergence of the police motto “when the looting starts, the
shooting starts” in response to the George Floyd protests).41 How can we deter-
mine what is the standard, or more frequent, way in which law-appliers and
enforcers operate?

This is not something we can do entirely a priori. What would determine
whether law-appliers and law-enforcers are issuing threats when performing
action tokens of t5 and t8 is a collection of empirical facts about the intentions
of authorities who perform these actions. Until a proper empirical investigation
on this issue is carried out, the best option is to suspend judgment as to the fre-
quency of the occurrence of threats in these scenarios.

There is, however, a silver lining. Even if it turns out that law-appliers and
law-enforcers do conditionally threaten citizens most or even all the time when
they perform the actions in t5 and t8, it can still be the case that most citizens most
of the time are not threatened by typical legal systems. The actions in t5 and t8
involve particularised demands, that is, demands that a particular authority issues
to a particular citizen or group of citizens in the exercise of their discretionary
powers. Hence, the number of addressees of these demands is much smaller than,
for example, the number of addressees of announcements made by law-makers.
Most people, after all, go about their lives without ever sitting in a court room or
without ever receiving a direct order from a law-enforcer.

3.4. Contextual Threats

(t6) issuing orders in a context where it is a punishable offense to disobey the orders
of legal authorities and where there are norms permitting and empowering author-
ities to sanction those who disobey their orders.

The core idea here is that when, for example, a law-enforcer declares that some-
one is under arrest or when a judge passes a sentence, the relevant announcements
are made in a context where it is a punishable offense to disobey the authority’s

41. See Rebecca Shabad, “Where does the phrase, ‘When the looting starts, the shooting starts’
come from?”, NBC News (29 May 2020), online: https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/
congress/where-does-phrase-when-looting-starts-shooting-starts-come-n1217676
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orders. Hence it might be thought that legal authorities make implicit threats
when they perform actions that fit t6’s description.

First, it is not the case that simply by making an order, e.g., ‘Pay Martin a
thousand dollars,’ an authority is implying that ‘If you don’t pay Martin, I’ll
apply a sanction.’ The authority may not have intended to mean that; perhaps
they were not willing to apply a sanction in that particular situation and were just
issuing the order to make the addressee aware of the duty to pay Martin a thou-
sand dollars. We can only claim that an authority implicitly made the announce-
ment to apply an unwelcome consequence if they intended to convey such an
announcement. We should, therefore, reject the claim that whenever an authority
issues an order (in a particular context), they thereby (implicitly) threaten citizens
with the application of a sanction or enforcement act.

There are, of course, cases where authorities do imply that a sanction or
enforcement mechanism will be brought about if citizens disobey their orders.
In relation to these cases, it is important to distinguish two kinds of circumstan-
ces: circumstances where law-appliers and enforcers have the duty to apply the
unwelcome consequence on citizens who disobey their orders; and circumstances
where law-appliers and enforcers have discretion to do so. As it may be clear, the
discussions about these two circumstances are absorbed respectively by the dis-
cussions of t4, t7 and t5, t8 (sections 3.2 and 3.3.).

4. What Then?

We’ve seen that threatening doesn’t portray ‘a large part of how law operates.’
Legal threats are much more uncommon than most legal and political philoso-
phers would have us believe. This conclusion does not only shed light on the
way in which authorities of typical legal systems typically address citizens; it also
has some bearing on important discussions in legal and political philosophy.

The broader lesson is that typical legal systems can and should be construed as
typically addressing citizens in a distinct, and perhaps more respectful, way than
the threats-centred picture portrays. Though typical legal systems may wrong and
do wrong citizens in numerous ways, we can—most of the time—exempt typical
legal systems from the wrongs associated with threatening. Legal and political
philosophers who take up the burdensome task of justifying the wrongful actions
of legal authorities and legal institutions or argue against anarchist objections can
then be relieved from at least one justificatory burden.

But the main conclusion defended in this paper also has narrower implica-
tions. In discussions about global justice, it has been claimed that states’ obliga-
tion to promote distributive (egalitarian) justice is grounded on the fact that
existing municipal legal systems violate citizens’ autonomy by threatening
them.42 If the view defended here is correct, then we can see that it is probably

42. See e.g. Michael Blake, Justice and Foreign Policy (Oxford University Press, 2013) at 84-102;
Mathias Risse, “What to Say About the State” (2006) 32:4 Social Theory & Practice 671; Jon
Mandle, “Coercion, Legitimacy, and Equality” (2006) 32:4 Social Theory & Practice 617.
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not a good idea to ground states’ obligations to foment equality on the fact that
typical legal systems threaten citizens.

The main claim defended in the paper also allows us to reassess widely held con-
ceptions of legal governance. If legal authorities typically address citizens via warn-
ings, and not via threats, then we must explore how this claim impacts the pervasive
idea that typical legal systems are coercive. According to a popular account, threat-
ening is a necessary condition of coercion.43 If this account is correct, it would follow
that typical legal systems are much less coercive than usually thought. Now, it is far
from clear that such accounts of coercion are correct;44 in fact, some might be
tempted to take the implication that typical legal systems are not coercive (or that
they have a very low degree of coerciveness) as a reductio against such accounts.
But this needs further discussion. After all, if we heed the fact that legal systems
are purported to guide citizens, not goad them like a coercer or a threatener would,45

it might not be that surprising if coercion turns out to have a much less prominent role
in typical legal systems than commonly thought.

But if coercion does have a prominent place and if it turns out that coercion by
threats is only one among the many possible ways in which legal systems can
coerce citizens, the low frequency of threats in typical legal systems might at least
prompt us to re-evaluate the plausibility of accounts that consider the threat of
sanctions or other enforcement mechanisms as the paradigm of legal coercion.46

It all suggests that more work needs to be done to explain what typically makes
our legal systems coercive (if they are typically coercive).

Exploring these implications in detail is, of course, not a task for this paper.
I hope, however, that the paper has provided a starting point for further reflection
on legal governance devoid of threats.

43. See Nozick, supra note 10.
44. Many, for example, have argued against the view that threatening is a necessary condition of

coercion and insisted that offers can be just as coercive as threats. See e.g. Daniel Lyons,
“Welcome Threats and Coercive Offers” (1975) 50:194 Philosophy 425; Joan Mcgregor,
“Bargaining Advantages and Coercion in the Market” (1988) 14 Philosophy Research
Archives 23; David Zimmerman, “Coercive Wage Offers” (1981) 10:2 Philosophy &
Public Affairs 121. Others have moved away from accounts of coercion which identify coer-
cion with certain kinds of announcements (i.e., threats and offers) and have connected coercion
to exercises of unilateral power. See Scott Anderson, “Of Theories of Coercion, Two Axes, and
the Importance of the Coercer” (2008) 5:3 Journal of Moral Philosophy 394; Scott Anderson,
“The Enforcement Approach to Coercion” (2010) 5:1 Journal of Ethics & Social Philosophy 1.

45. On the distinction, see W D Falk, “Goading and Guiding” (1953) 62:246 Mind 145; Stephen L
Darwall, The Second-Person Standpoint: Morality, Respect, and Accountability (Harvard
University Press, 2006) at 49-52.

46. Ekow Yankah, for example, considers the threat of sanctions as one of the “focal cases of legal
coercion.” Ekow N Yankah, “The Force of Law: The Role of Coercion in Legal Norms” (2007)
42:5 U Rich L Rev 1195 at 1226. Similarly, Grant Lamond claims that one of the most com-
mon ways in which law uses coercion to “motivate compliance” is via the threat of sanctions.
Grant Lamond, “Coercion and the Nature of Law” (2001) 7:1 Leg Theory 35 at 41.
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